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In 2005 a small group of DAG staff and project partners
traveled to Brazil to participate as part of an exchange
programme with the Movimento dos Trabalhadores
Rurais Sem Terra (MST). The group participated in a
national march to draw attention to the plight of
landless people in Brazil.
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Vision and Mission
Vision

We are committed to:

n Building people’s skills;

n Redressing economic and spatial imbalances inherited from the past;

n Facilitating the redistribution of resources to people who need them most;

n Promoting democratic practices and accountability;

n Creating a policy environment which enables community based development;

n Developing integrated urban environments

Mission
To support and implement community housing and development projects and

processes and to work towards the creation of an enabling, community-sensitive policy
environment.

We do this by:

n Integrating social and physical development processes;

n Working on housing delivery projects with marginalised communities and building on
their experience and resourcefulness;

n Facilitating appropiate training and disseminating information that will enable
communities to be involved in their own development;

n Critiquing, initiating and influencing housing policy, practice and institutions at local

regional and national levels.

Strategy
DAG supports communities in need of adequate housing to lead, and engage with, their

own development by enhancing their capacity and resourcefulness. We complement and enrich
this by undertaking research, training, lobbying and advocacy activities that contribute to urban
development discourse and influence policy and practice.
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Key Programmes
Two strategic imperatives will guide our work between 2006- 2008:

n Inclusive Participatory Development

To build capacity within civil society for inclusive participatory development by enhancing the

capacity of non-governmental role-players, at all levels, to influence praxis.

n Pro-poor Urban Development Praxis

To influence the views and practice of the state to become more developmental in satisfying the needs

of the urban poor by demonstrating good practice, and through critical partnerships with the state.

Key impact areas:

n Support the establishment of a well-functioning and growing network of diverse poor
communities that successfully lobbies the state to meet their needs;

n Assist community leaders to develop their skills and exercise leadership in the management of
development processes in a significant number of neighbourhoods so that their quality of life

improves;

n Build a network of non-governmental role-players (NGOs, academics, professionals) operating
provincially and nationally to advocate and lobby for pro-poor urban development and to
influence policy formulation;

n Improve understanding within the urban development sector and within DAG’s practice of the
intersection between social inclusion, urban poverty and identity – as shaped by race, class,

gender, sexuality and nationalism(s);

n Promote a sustainable and people-centred approach to informal settlement upgrading;

n Promote participatory integrated municipal-wide long-term planning;

n Promote the development of sustainable well-located, mixed-income, medium-density housing;
and

n Promote the introduction by the state of mechanisms to increase value capture from land and
property to fund urban development in the interests of the poor.
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Chairman’s Report
Globally, for DAG, not much has changed. International donors seem to be slowly

shifting attention away from South Africa. The Tsunami, Iraq, Darfur and, now, Iran in the
wings – a litany of tragedies attract and then hold their focus. Also, despite promises to the
contrary, the pool of donor money is not growing, and continues to follow donor country

economic and energy interests.

 Despite this, DAG has managed – through tough interventions – to turn our finances
around. One remembers the R2,2 million shortfall, barely funded out of reserves, during our
last financial year. This year, our shortfall is R310 462 and we look forward to breaking-even

for 2006-2007. Our cost recovery income has increased over the previous year and our
advocacy programme has been strengthened; this signals that DAG has turned a corner in
coping with the absence of a national urban sector network.

Nationally, dissatisfaction with service delivery continued to manifest in protest action

pressurising politicians in the local government election run up. The African National
Congress responded with the introduction of the Accelerated Shared Growth Initiative for
South Africa (ASGISA), an acknowledgment that our economic growth has not yielded

sufficient benefits to the poor. Not fully embracing the notion of a developmental state
which takes on an intentionally interventionist role in order to address a social agenda,
ASGISA must be considered a conservative move in the right direction.

At the Provincial level, the Spatial Development Framework (PSDF) has been accepted
as an important, principled and well-researched set of guidelines; the information collated

within the framework makes for sobering reading.   Unsurprisingly, we have no hope of
housing and employing significant proportions of the Western Cape population in the
foreseeable future; our waste has overwhelmed our rivers, and long-term power and water

shortages must start to drive the form and content of property development.  Partly for
budgetary reasons, and partly because they are just wrong, the ‘large pipe’ engineering
solutions of the past are not working.  Every new house should have solar-heated water, low

consumption taps, insulation and grey water recycling.   Every new development should
treat, on site, as much of its waste as is appropriate for its location and scale.  Retrofitting –
without the cynical or badly conceptualised electric-for-gas exchanges in our poorest

communities – must also be pursued.

 Do we have the political courage to
change?

 In addition to the PSDF, the Western Cape Government is producing a raft of new
research, guidelines and strategies for managing the Province.  Assuming that most of it is of

the same quality, let us hope that the compromises that arise are managed with wisdom.

 My report last year dealt with the N2 Gateway Project, everyone reading this will
know the detail.  Budget overruns, passing the buck, failed environmental planning and
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broken promises dog this project, which has produced physical housing of a better quality in a
better location than usual.  We must urgently learn the important lessons that emerge from this
project and get on with the job!  The Gateway Project must – in an improved form – be completed.

 Simultaneously, we have to unlock other housing projects.  What has happened to District

Six, and when will we unlock the Youngsfield development?   Delivery of large numbers of high
density, well-located projects to people with a range of income levels, and through adventurous
partnerships will deliver the Province to the party that has the courage to make difficult decisions.  

Are there any takers?

We have tried to hold ourselves to the same standard, aiming through our practice to provide
bold and courageous leadership within the non government sector. Despite the difficult context, we
strove to provide exemplary service to our community partners and to be a challenging but reliable

partner to our donors. We have managed to engage critically with government; partnering in policy
or strategy development whilst at the same time questioning problematic policy and
implementation.

The challenges we face are complex and diverse but the potential rewards are as plentiful.

Heartfelt thanks to colleagues on the board, the staff and the management team for taking up
these challenges.

 

It has been another very good year!

 

Ralph Freese
C h a i r m a n

Ms Zohra Ebrahim -
Chairperson and
Board member of
ODA (a strategic and
change management
consultancy)

Mr. Bob Hindle -
Academic and
Business Consultant

Mr Batembu
Lugulwana - Director
for Stakeholder
Relations and
Community
Liaison within the
Office of the Mayor of
Cape Town

Ms Tasleema
Mohamed - Lecturer,
Architecture
Department,
Cape Peninsula
University of
Technology

Mr  Vincent Saldanha -
Attorney, National
Director of the Legal
Resources Centre &
Chairperson of Nadel

Ms Quraisha
Nagdee, Deputy
Chairperson -
Local consultant/
representative for
Fastenopfer and
Dreikoningsaktion
(DKA) in South
Africa

Mr Pete Smith,
Treasurer -
Retired Chartered
Accountant
Consultant

Ms Wilhelmina
Trout - Trade
Union Educator

Mr  Thabo
Mashologu -
Managing Director,
Taupride, property
development,
infrastructure
services and
investment group

Ms  Anthea
Houston - DAG
Executive Director

Mr Ralph Freese,
Chairman -
Development
Consultant and
quasi-executive
roles at Spier, Time
Quantum
Consulting, and
Winecorp

Directors
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At an internal level the year has also

been remarkable. Even though the donor

environment for South Africans has not made

any positive shifts during the year, our financial

performance represents a substantial

improvement over that of the prior year. Pleased

to have weathered another tough financial year;

it is most certain that 2005-6 will, in the future,

be judged as a critical year in DAG’s history. Our

staff members have demonstrated tremendous

loyalty and commitment to DAG during this

Director’s Report

period and our board has led with courage and
inspiration. These energies have sustained DAG

and created a robust and tenacious organization
which embraces its 20th year with great
enthusiasm and anticipation. Despite our

challenges we have remained a key stakeholder
in the local and national scene and have
provided valuable services to communities and

the public sector.

Seven communities representing more
than 1500 households have been directly

Introduction
At the level of strategic positioning the year has been most challenging but

also extremely rewarding and the twelve months being reviewed has undeniably
helped to better position DAG for the future.

Infrastructure development in Freedom Park
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assisted by DAG during this period. 346 houses

have been built and four support centres have
received technical assistance. Apart from these
quantitative indicators, the success of our work

can be measured in the extent to which these
communities are actively participating and
engaging in development processes that would

otherwise have been rolled out in a non-
participatory fashion. In pages 12 to 17 read
how these communities have been able to take

critical decisions in the infrastructure upgrading
and housing delivery processes, secure jobs and
tackle a variety of neighbourhood problems. The

experiences in these projects demonstrate that
the process of upgrading living conditions can
indeed be used to build community activism,

leadership and organization. It also confirms
that our interventions are empowering and that
they transform relationships between

communities and government.

As the year proceeded the contradictions
inherent in critical partnerships between
government and non-government organizations

like DAG intensified as we pursued greater
collaboration with various levels of government.
We had anticipated that these contradictions

would surface but strategically opted to suffer

the contradictions and work in partnership in

order to tweak, shift and transform praxis. This

decision followed an acknowledgement of the

shortcomings of purely adversarial approaches

of engagement with government and

recognition that even when there is political

support, and when legislation and policies are

enabling, problems and blockages are often

experienced at the practical level of

implementation.  On pages 18 to 22 read about

our efforts to influence praxis through

partnerships with other NGOs and through

research, policy development and

implementation projects involving some form of

collaboration with government.  The
organization played a central role at a national
level, in the development of new People’s

Housing Process (PHP) guidelines and in the
province, in the development of the Human
Settlements Strategy for the Western Cape.

Both documents make significant strides
toward a more sustainable and nuanced
approach to facilitating development and will

be tremendous enablers of improved
development if adopted and implemented. We
trained 159 people on eight courses carried out

in four different provinces. Course participants
represented a healthy and balanced mix of
community leaders and provincial and local

government officials. Although some courses
were only offered in Cape Town, government
officials attended from Guateng, the Northern

Cape and the Eastern Cape demonstrating that
they place a premium on the learning
generated in these short courses.

Contextual Analysis
During this period our Operations

Manager led the undertaking of an in-depth

contextual analysis in order to deepen our
interpretation of the unfolding changes and
trends in the external environment, the nature

of state responses and their impacts on the
socio-economic and political conditions of
urban communities, and the emerging priorities

for the state. While the second decade of
democratization poses fresh development
problems, in many ways there is a continuation

and persistence of problems inherited from our
apartheid past. These include the urbanization
of poverty, the failure of the urban economy to

generate enough and appropriate employment

 “...even when there is political support, and when legislation
and policies are enabling, problems and blockages are often
experienced at the practical level of implementation. ”
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and new forms of contestation generated by
housing and service delivery challenges. The
role of civil society and non-governmental

organisations in this unfolding development
paradigm continues to be thrown into question
and it is crucial that we read current and future

trends in the external environment in
considering our response to this question. We
developed a rich analysis which was used to

consider the implications for DAG’s role,
priorities and development practice.

Emerging Priorities, Shifts and
Challenges in the Urban
Development

It is generally accepted that post-
apartheid urban development policy has

reinforced the apartheid spatial structure and
that urban poverty is deepening. In response,
South African communities are becoming

impatient with the quality and pace of
interventions to improve their lives. Responding
to these realities is slowly emerging as one of

government’s primary priorities and stepping up
implementation and service delivery will be a
defining characteristic of government

programmes in the short and medium term. It is
noteworthy that role-players in the sector
disagree on what benefits the urban poor

should reap from urban resources and the

economy and disagreement therefore also
persists on appropriate strategies for the roll out
of service delivery programmes.

In the Western Cape and the City of Cape

Town there is a wide spectrum of views on
whether the critical problem of poverty
manifests in racial, class or gender

(re)configurations. Flowing from this is an
emerging debate about the limitations of
strategies that simply focus on alleviating

shelter poverty as compared with strategies that
challenge the market logic that generates and
justifies the peri-urbanisation of the poor,

further away from centres of economic
opportunity. Stakeholders in the state (and often
the private sector) emphasise the difficult

‘technical’ problems associated with more
comprehensive and integrated solutions and the
slowness of participatory engagements.

Integrated development thus poses operational
problems for these stakeholders owing to the
state’s inherent bureaucratic set-up.

It seems as though the urban

development sector is moving into a more
detailed phase of implementation that will be

characterized by less broad policy discussions

and more focus on detail and outcomes. Elite
groups also appear to be re-grouping to utilize

the legal system and defend their property
rights. To counter-balance this reality, poor

House construction in Wallacedene
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communities need to be more organized in

order to engage the state and influence
interventions. It is only through the efforts of
the poor that the state is likely to become more

developmental and to act as an enabler, assuror
and guarantor such that growth and
development are inclusive and benefit the poor

by increasingly eradicating poverty.

The politicization of housing, for instance,
points to the absence of an accepted strategy
and plan for addressing the problem given the

limited resources. Part of this problem arises
from poor conceptualization on the basis of an
inadequate understanding of the nature shelter

needs. There is growing evidence and
commentary about the nature of livelihood
strategies in informal settlements indicating

that informality works for the poor precisely

because of exclusion from the formal economy,

the lack of regularization and the related
benefits that accrue from lower production
overheads in this sector.

At the centre of shifts in the urban

development context was the shift in the South
African government‘s vision away from delivery
of housing toward the development of

sustainable human settlements as articulated in
the ‘Breaking New Ground’ (BNG) document.

However, incongruity between practice and

policy pronouncements such as the centrality of
community participation or the [other] overall

BNG objectives is glaring. In the unfolding
‘implementation phase’ we thus foresee

continuity and even intensification of the

‘business-as-usual’ technocratically-framed

development practice at a local level. NGOs

therefore also need to step-up efforts to deepen
and entrench democratic engagement and
practice with the state and to some extent, the

private sector, in the urban development
process. Given the timing in South Africa’s
political context, the limitations of adversarial

strategies and the present state of community-
level mobilization, clearly defined critical
partnerships should be pursued in order to

change mindsets through collaborative action
whilst simultaneously demonstrating better
practice from the outside.

Another important challenge, significant

due to the Western Cape’s history, is the need to
understand housing opportunities within the
context of identity as shaped by class, gender,

race, sexuality and nationality. In the absence of

such understanding housing and urban

development processes are not used consciously
to facilitate social inclusion and to restructure
and integrate the city.

Impact on DAG’s Practice: Pushing
a Developmental Agenda

Ideological intents and the business of

strategy and tactics, especially regarding the
debate around how civil society should engage
with the state and with the poor, spawns a host

of posturings on the role of NGOs. The lack of
clarity on the notion of the developmental state,
amongst NGOs and also within government,

results in few organizations using this concept
to influence decisions regarding their roles and
that of the state. Healthy reflection and

“Given the timing in South Africa’s political context, the
limitations of adversarial strategies and the present state of
community level mobilization, clearly defined critical
partnerships should be pursued in order to change mindsets
through collaborative action whilst simultaneously
demonstrating better practice from the outside.”
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Standing from left to right - 1st row: Anzabeth Tonkin, Carolin Bender, Kathy Aranes.  2nd row: Nigel Tapela, Moegsien Hendricks.
3rd row: Eugene February, Berenice Eckhardt, Erica Bucchianeri, Crystal West, Helena Hendricks.  4TH row: Pumeza Hintsho, Warren
Smit, Shamil Manie, Diana Herring. Not pictured: Fikiswa Mahote, Sindiswa September, Lutfi Omar, Phumeza Vellem, Nomvuyo
Simetu and Aaron Hobongwana

engagement on the role of NGOs is also
clouded by tensions emerging from government

pronouncements that donor-funded NGOs push
unpatriotic agendas, driven by donors, and
which undermine the programmes of the

‘developmental state’. In a related debate many
see mass mobilization as the only solution
whilst others only see it as a tool to manipulate

the state into submission. Despite such dissent,
given our good reputation and organizational
integrity in people-centred urban housing and

development, DAG will continue to work as a
catalyst in addressing issues of urban poverty,
working closely with communities and other

organizations in the sector.

Opinions on how best to play this
catalytic role diverge and a wide continuum of
positions can be constructed ranging from

heightened community mobilization with a

strong community mass base on the one
extreme and at the other polar end working

exclusively with government as delivery agents

(embeddedness). For DAG the answer lies in a
delicate balance somewhere along this

continuum where community mobilization is
able to co-exist with critical engagement with

government. DAG’s commitment to sustainable

development dictates a people-centred

approach in which community control and
empowerment are considered essential to the

sustainability of the development process. DAG

would thus continue to develop capacity at the
grassroots and to facilitate networks amongst

communities at a city level.  In order to improve

our impact and to lobby government more

effectively  we will focus on fostering better
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levels of trust and understanding with

government, particularly local government
(councillors and officials) as was recommended
in the DAG 10-year review (1994-2004).

Noting that role players within the sector

diverge ideologically and tend to be reactive
and unstrategic DAG will also prioritise playing
a role in improving organization within the

sector so as to promote effective engagement.

Conclusion
Our analysis confirms that there is still an

important role for NGOs like DAG to play in the
urban development sector. However, the

changing environment requires an adaptation
of our strategies in order to remain effective
e.g. pursuing partnerships with other

stakeholders such as government and academic
institutions. This will complement the existing
strategy of working at both a grassroots project

based level (practical implementation) and at a
policy advocacy level.

National and international funding for
South African NGOs is in short supply and more

private sector investment in community-driven
development projects is needed. DAG is a well-
established respected brand and has

nonetheless struggled to garner sufficient
resources; our fundraising strategy will
therefore also shift in order to keep pace with

the contextual realities and to exploit the
available opportunities within South Africa.

While our turnover this year was not
extraordinary, we have lost staff members who

were with DAG for 5 or more years and their
energy, experience and knowledge, now lost to
the organisation, will be missed.  It is pleasing

to note that these colleagues continue to work
within the sector and that our investment in
their development will continue to benefit the

poor of South Africa. We thus face the challenge
of building our programme with new staff
members who have to respond to the growing

complexity of the technical and social aspects of
the project work and this will present

institutional challenges as well.

We are enthusiastic about confronting
this range of challenges and page three
describes the main programmes that we are

implementing in response to our analysis of the
context. Our work between 2006 and 2008 will
therefore seek to:

n Build the capacity of communities to ensure

that their urban developmental needs are
met by enhancing their capacity for
spontaneous action and self-propelling

advocacy;

n Influence the views and practice of the state
to become more developmental in satisfying
the needs of the urban poor;

n Stimulate the mobilization of resources from
the public and private sectors to meet the

developmental needs of the urban poor; and

n Enhance our impact by coordinating or
facilitating networks of non-government
role-players in pro-poor urban development.

We embark on this new year, this new

road, with an enthusiastic step in our gait,
confident in the resilience and strength of DAG
and remembering that it is not fear but courage

that is important, as the proverb states: yiz’
uvalo, inqobo yisibindi .
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In addition, the growing cost of providing
sewer treatment, solid waste removal and road
infrastructure clearly indicates that we are

pursuing an unsustainable path.

These challenges will be amplified by the

growing rate of urbanisation over the next
decade and those who govern cities are
charged with ensuring that planning

approaches are adapted and become
responsive to these challenges.   The project
work in DAG provides an opportunity to change

thinking about urban living and how to address

the development of human settlements in a
sustainable way.

Since shifting the programme’s focus
toward green-fields developments and informal
settlement upgrading we have influenced site

layouts, maximised north facing opportunities
and increased density.The programme has
continued to demonstrate the capacity of

communities to lead their own development
processes and to engage constructively with
government. The shift has been challenging and

exciting, providing valuable lessons.

Community Housing Programme
Introduction

There is greater awareness of the growing challenges that our cities face with
respect to poverty, crime, air pollution, and scarcity of resources such as land,
water, energy and construction materials.

Construction progress in Netreg
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The work carried out in this programme is

the source of inspiration for the organisation and
we have been pleased to see so many projects
continue to progress – even slowly – toward their

goal for adequate houses and safe, dignifying
neighbourhoods.

Greenfields
Nomzabalazo:  Wallacedene - This is a

greenfields self-help housing project to initially

provide housing for 400 families within the
broader Wallacedene development (being

undertaken by the City of Cape Town). The City
plans to develop 9000 houses in the multi-phase

project;  Nomzabalazo is one of three self-help

components to the project. DAG has supported
the project for more than three years and

construction commenced at the end of 2004.

There has been substantial progress in the
project with Phase One complete and Phase Two

nearing completion; 164 houses have been built
to date and only 40 units of the 204 are still

under construction.

At the start of the project it was clear that

the environment would be competitive with a
variety of suppliers on the site and three different

approaches to the People’s Housing Process
(PHP). The project team understood that as the

project progressed beneficiaries would develop

preferences regarding their choice of house
design, delivery option and process. Nomzabalazo

started off under great pressure to show why
beneficiaries should choose a slower, more

thorough process but once a relatively reliable

supplier was on-board the work progressed fairly
well.  The inclusion of a Cuban engineer,

seconded to DAG and the Nomzabalazo project
by the provincial Department of Housing, also

substantially improved the level of site

supervision. In an effort to ensure that the project
could be tracked effectively, a database was

developed to monitor progress at an individual
household level. This has been a very important

tool in making the contractual arrangements with

suppliers transparent to the individual households.
The City of Cape Town’s Accounts Administrator
now has more confidence in the payment

certification process as it allows the municipality
better control over the disbursement of money.

During the year, jobs were created for 71
people in the project, three employed in the

Housing Support Centre and 68 in five building
teams. The project had trained painters, tilers,
bricklayers and plasterers, many of whom now

work for private contractors in the broader
Wallacedene project. The building teams on the
project have stabilised and comprise 25%

women. Since the supply of materials has become
more efficient the project no longer loses skilled
people to other projects or to the booming

building industry in general.

To reduce the construction costs and
maximise the use of the individual plots,
Nomzabalazo is building row housing (three

connected houses) and semi-detached housing
(two connected houses). The Nomzabalazo project
has become increasingly popular amongst the

beneficiaries of the broader Wallacedene project,
which will place a challenge on the future phases
of the project as more people sign up with

Nomzabalazo.

The older part of Wallacedene is vibrant,

abuzz with various entrepreneurial ventures. There
are also high levels of backyard lodging which will
provide an interesting challenge for house design

and will lead to higher densities in this phase.
Ironically the local authority is reluctant to
proceed with this phase (Phase 10) because of the
high number of backyard lodgers. The overloading
of the services and legitimacy of ownership has
been raised as concern by the local authority.

Urban Infill
Netreg: Bonteheuwel - This is a

greenfield self-help development on an infill site
providing homes for 191 families from backyard
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shacks in the Netreg area in Bonteheuwel. DAG
has been assisting the Netreg project since
1997.

After securing the right to develop the
land in 2004, the group secured subsidies and

grants to implement the project. Skills training
was undertaken in partnership with the
Department of Labour and 104 jobs have since

been created for members of the local
community.

The project faced considerable challenges
in the infrastructure development stage and

experienced major delays due to the
municipality’s lack of supervision of the work.
Substantial repairs will have to be made to the

road surface layer works during the retention
period of the civils contract. The evidence that
municipalities cannot be relied upon to

effectively manage their consultants or
contractors places a burden on the community
to understand some of the technical issues in

order to monitor and protect their interests. The
site has a particularly high water table in certain

areas requiring the installation of subsoil drains
and the construction of all house foundations
before the start of the 2006 winter rains. This
has influenced an aggressive construction

schedule and has also provided important
lessons for other communities such as Freedom
Park who are busy with infrastructure
development.

The group is building 42m2 semi-detached
homes in conjunction with the Nial Mellon
Township Initiative. The partnership makes a
positive impact on the quality and size of the

housing units which will include steel roof
trusses, tiled roofs, hot water geysers and the
option of a solar water panel. Construction
commenced on 182 houses during the period.

 The following lessons can be distilled from
the partnership:

n Additional partners compromise community
control of the project.

n Assistance from external building teams or
contractors reduces the beneficiaries’ direct
involvement in house construction and

Infrastructure development in Freedom Park
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construction related decision-making.

n Local Authorities tend to increase demands
made on the project making People’s Housing
Process unworkable.

n Tracking costs, additional money and

subsidies is more complex.

  The first two homes were handed over at
a high profile project launch in April by the
Minister of Housing, Dr Lindiwe Sisulu. In handing

over the houses, Minister Sisulu thanked the
community for their perseverance saying “that it
was a shame that government had taken so long

to match their commitment”. She pledged a
further 191 subsidies to the community. The group
is now forging new partnerships to green the area

after construction.

Informal Settlement
Upgrade

Freedom Park: Tafelsig, Mitchell’s
Plain - This is a project to upgrade the Freedom
Park informal settlement and provide services and

housing to the community of 300 families as well as
for a further 193 families from the local authority’s
waiting list. DAG has been assisting the Freedom

Park Development Association since 2001.

Efforts to undertake an in-situ upgrade
were not supported by the local authority and the
layout design for the project thus resulted in a

rollover-type development. This involves the 300
families moving around on the site several times
as the infrastructure is developed and later for

house construction. We reported on the
relocation of families to a confined portion of the
site in our last report. Throughout the period

under review the bulk earthworks and
infrastructure was being installed; this phase has
progressed slowly but steadily and may be

completed by September 2006.

Eighteen beneficiaries have been employed

as labourers and one as the Community Liaison
Officer (CLO) by the civils contractor. These jobs

provide income for some families and improved

access to information to effectively monitor the
quality of work being undertaken by the
contractor. Learning from the experience of

others, such as the Netreg community, the
Freedom Park Development Association carefully
selected the CLO so that they were confident that

their interests would be protected during this
phase of the development.

The Freedom Park Development
Association was awarded a tender from the City

of Cape Town to undertake training in solid waste
management in the greater Tafelsig area. This
tender enhanced people’s capacity to carry out

training and augmented their livelihoods. Four
community members were trained as trainers and
professionally facilitated workshops with women

and youth throughout Tafelsig. The solid waste
tender team received positive feedback from the
City of Cape Town’s waste management

department and is optimistic about being
awarded a second tender.

The committee supported by the DAG team
has recently entered into discussions with various

private sector groups interested in partnerships to
add value to the community’s efforts and the
government subsidies to upgrade the settlement.

Again the importance of learning from other
communities who have engaged in such
partnerships has been valuable in preparing the

Freedom Park Development Association to
maximise the opportunities presented to them.

House construction may start in September

2006 and the project hopes to influence the

additional 193 families from the local authority’s
waiting list to also choose the PHP delivery

option. If a private sector partnership is secured
the Association hopes to develop significantly

higher quality housing which could also create

tensions or dissatisfaction if other houses are
built by contractors.

Lavender Hill / Cuban Heights -

During the reporting period DAG gave support to

residents of Lavender Hill and Cuban Heights
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chiefly through our Leadership Programme that

managed to build a significant amount of
independence and confidence amongst community
leaders. These communities have managed to

effectively engage with authorities to plan ahead
for future housing development. Many households
are already benefiting from basic/rudimentary

services in the informal settlements where they live.
The Breaking New Ground (BNG) framework calls
for an approach that will incrementally improve the

living conditions of such communities. BNG will,
however, only become a reality if communities in
informal settlements place local authorities under

pressure to engage with them in inclusive
participatory processes. Throughout the city we
have seen the proliferation of a new type of

informal settlement; residents are well-informed
and know that they have rights to state land in
certain circumstances. The settlements are often

well designed with attention paid to density and
maintaining fire breaks in between shacks. This
shows that communities are increasingly organised

and appraised of their rights and obligations.

Land Restitution
Ndabeni - This land restitution project will

lead to the development of 54 hectares of well

located land for the Ndabeni Communal Property
Trust which represents a community forcibly
removed during apartheid. DAG is assisting the

Trust which successfully won a land restitution
claim on the site of the former Wingfield airbase. A
mega development is being conceptualised which

will include the development of houses as well as
commercial properties due to the size and good
location of the site.

The election of a new committee has led to
a far more active and transparent Trust that has

managed to gain the confidence of a broad cross-
section of the Ndabeni claimants. Notwithstanding
this, one of the former trustees questions the

legitimacy of the new trustees who were elected
at the Trust’s annual general meeting. Pressure
was placed on the Mayor’s office and the Western

Cape Land Claims Commission to mediate this

conflict in order to eliminate the ongoing delays.

The local authority displays high levels of
interest in utilising the remainder of the Wingfield
site for housing. The Trust has therefore given

them power of attorney to conduct preliminary
studies on the site. The Trust is also under pressure
to get the additional verification process

underway and to prepare a development plan.
Later in 2006 a partnership will be pursued with
the local authority to develop the full Wingfield

site in order to speed up the development process.

Social Housing
Rainbow - DAG is assisting a group of

domestic workers who presently work and reside
with their employers in the Atlantic Seaboard

area. They are concerned with their long-term
security as they are currently dependant on their
employers for accommodation. They have

established the Rainbow Housing Cooperative and
plan to access affordable social housing (for rental
or ownership) close to their places of work.

Affordable social housing is a major
challenge for the poor in South Africa. All the
lobbying that could be done for the domestic
workers to be accommodated in social
programmes has been undertaken. The City of
Cape Town has now requested a business plan
from Rainbow to consider whether they could be
accommodated in a social housing project. A
preliminary draft business plan has been
completed but additional information is still
required. Rainbow has been courted by a number
of proposed social housing projects but this has
not yet translated into any commitment. The
national social housing programme is under
review and it is the intention to develop only 5000
units over a five year period in the Western Cape.
It seems that the focus will mainly be directed at
the gap market.  If this approach is adopted it will
reinforce the view that social housing is not for
the poor, and that those in low paid service sector
jobs, such as domestics, will have to commute
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from dormitory townships, informal settlements,

backyards or continue work as live-in domestic
workers. This speaks to the weakness in the
prevailing policy which should surely primarily

focus on directing state resources toward the
provision of affordable well-located social
housing to the poorest of the poor.

Consolidation
Delft - An attempt was made to improve

on the badly built houses in Delft. This attempt
was made in partnership with The Kuyasa Fund

who offered micro-finance to Delft homeowners
to expand and improve the existing housing. It
became clear that the level of poverty in Delft

was so bad that for the overwhelming majority
of people home improvement was a distinct low
priority as compared with the typical food

security challenges faced by these households.
Our support centre was thus under utilised for
home improvements but in high demand for

advice on a range of other social issues facing
Delft residents. A partnership was pursued with
the Catholic Welfare and Development but this

did not reach fruition and after considering the
findings of the Kuyasa research undertaken in
the area a strategic decision was taken to exit

Delft. Delft is the main area where those
households (a possible 7000) who cannot be
incorporated on the N2 Gateway Development

will be relocated. The experiences of the existing
Delft community indicate that those who move
into the new extensions will face similar poverty

if the relocation component of the project is not
conceptualised in an integrated way. The new
extensions must overcome the poor location of

Delft, ensure that households have economic
security, overcome the dysfunctional public
transport interface between Delft and the rest of

Cape Town and use the public open space
creatively.

Conclusion
The projects discussed above are an

important part of DAG’s work; they demonstrate
the shortcomings of policy and the gap between

policy and practice. The challenges of integration
across government departments and spheres of
government are tremendous and have direct

bearing on the nature of the projects and the
timeframes needed for implement implementation.

The continued emphasis on individual
ownership in the form of “one-house-one-plot” is

unsustainable but difficult to recognise as such
when projects are tackled in isolation. DAG
recognises that a city-wide approach must be

adopted in dealing with the complex urban
challenges which we face.  This requires that we
promote and influence more conscious efforts for

broader long term city-wide planning which is
geared toward generating cities that are inclusive.
The way in which citizens are engaged on a city-

wide level must evolve beyond listening campaigns,
imbizos and token development plans, such as the
Integrated Development Plans have been.

Our projects demonstrate that while many in
government debate who’s responsible for various

aspects of delivery, and while others complain
about lack of resources or difficult community
dynamics, the poor are quietly transforming cities

across the country. Some do so through the
sporadic development of informal settlements in
locations which offer them the possibility of

surviving the harsh realities of contemporary city
life. While, others still, do so through actively
upgrading their houses and providing the

government with shining examples of how to
develop sustainable neighbourhoods. In their
challenge to cope with the expansive growth of

cities, authorities should consider how best to
harness this energy and to work in partnership with
those in need while exploiting the forward and

backward linkages in the housing process. In this
way housing developments can help break poverty
cycles whilst fostering healthy relationships

between household, community and the state.

D E V E L O P M E N T  A C T I O N  G R O U P 17
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During 2005, the growing unhappiness by
communities about the inadequate delivery of
housing and services erupted in wave of protests
in six provinces in South Africa. In Cape Town
alone, during May 2005 there were protests
about the slow progress of housing delivery by
communities in Khayelitsha, Gugulethu,
Blackheath and Ocean View, roads were
barricaded, rubber bullets were fired and
protesters were arrested. The heightened
dissatisfaction discloses the fundamental need
for a shift in practice toward a more inclusive

and sustainable approach. DAG’s training
courses, research, lobbying activities play a
central role in advocating for such changes by
producing and disseminating knowledge to
capacitate and influence other roleplayers in
urban development.

Training
Ten formal courses, including two newly

developed courses, were conducted by DAG
during the year, with a total of 290 participants,

E d u c a t i o n ,  Tr a i n i n g ,
R e s e a r c h ,  A d v o c a c y  a n d
L o b b y i n g  P r o g r a m m e
Introduction

DAG advocates changes in urban development policy and practice
so as to redress social and economic inequalities.

Leadership Programme Participants 2005
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including community leaders from various
community organisations in Cape Town and
housing officials from across the country.  The
table on the following page illustrates briefly.

An expanded and revised People’s
Housing Process (PHP) course aimed at officials
was developed for the People’s Housing
Partnership Trust (PHPT) and was run four times
during the year for provincial and municipal
housing officials.  89 housing officials who
previously had little knowledge of PHP are now
eager to start initiating community-centred PHP
delivery in their provinces and municipalities.

The Creating Sustainable Settlements
(CSS) course was piloted with seventeen
participants (mainly officials, including ten
officials from the Gauteng, Eastern Cape and
Northern Cape provincial housing departments).
This course is very relevant as the Breaking New
Ground framework focuses on creating
sustainable human settlements; there has
therefore been great interest from various
government officials.

The interaction between participants from
government and participants from civil society
continues to work well in the Community
Housing Development Management (CHDM)
course; of the eighteen participants, ten were
from CBOs, five were officials from a local
authority, and three were from NGOs.

During 2004 we identified the need to
build the capacity of community leaders to
manage and lead their organisations, and during
this financial year we developed and piloted the
materials for the Leadership Programme. The
programme consists of eleven units, each of one
or two days (the entire Leadership Programme
takes fourteen days) spread out over six
weekends during the year. The programme has
had a noticeable impact on the leadership skills
of community leaders from Netreg, Freedom
Park, Ndabeni, Delft, Rainbow and Lavender Hill.

In addition to the above, DAG
collaborated with the Disaster Mitigation for
Sustainable Livelihoods Programme (DiMP) at

the University of Cape Town on two community-
based risk assessment courses during the year.

DAG, in collaboration with People’s
Environment Planning (PEP), undertook the
preparation of a handbook for PHP beneficiary
workshops for the Western Cape Department of
Local Government and Housing. The handbook
provides guidelines for facilitators on the
mandatory minimum six beneficiary workshops
required for PHP projects.

Research
Work on the medium density housing

research, the livelihoods research and case studies
of projects DAG has been involved in continued
during the year, and it is intended to finalise and
publish these in the 2006/7 financial year.

DAG collaborated with the CSIR Built
Environment on a project, undertaken for the
National Department of Housing, to assess the
current state of rural housing delivery and make
proposals for a mechanism to support alternative
technologies and indigenous knowledge in rural
housing delivery.  This project is intended to help
address a long-standing gap in national housing
policy.

DAG also undertook an evaluation of the
City of Cape Town’s response to the 15 January
2005 fire in the Joe Slovo informal settlement in
Langa (the response included the provision of
emergency tent accommodation in Langa,
temporary accommodation in hostels and halls,
and the provision of emergency housing in Langa
and Delft). The report exposes the high cost of
disaster management vis-à-vis proactive
upgrading of informal settlements. The report
makes recommendations on how the government
can improve its response in future informal
settlement disasters.

During the year, the debate about the
influential ideas of Hernando De Soto on the
formalisation of property rights intensified, and
DAG collaborated on writing a position paper
critiquing De Soto’s proposals.  The position
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A 14-day modular training
programme aimed at building
the capacity of community
leaders to manage community-
based organisations in a
democratic, accountable,
effective and efficient manner.

Creating
Sustainable
Settlements
(CSS) Course

Officials A 3-day course which explores
ways of facilitating the
creation of sustainable human
settlements.

Officials,
councillors,
community
leaders

A 5-day course that provides an
overview of housing policy and
housing delivery processes.

People’s
Housing
Process (PHP)
Course

Community
leaders,
councillors
and officials

A 4 or 5-day course which
provides an overview of the
People’s Housing Process (PHP).

Housing
Support
Centre (HSC)
Course

Community
members
who will be
involved in
managing
PHP projects

A 10-day course which focuses
on the practical aspects of
implementing a PHP project
and running a housing support
centre (HSC).

Leadership
Programme

Community
leaders

Community
Housing
Development
Management
(CHDM) Course

Course Target Description No. of
Courses

1

1

4

1

11 units of 1
course
spread over
6 weekends

Course
Dates

20 - 22
Jun  05

10 - 14
Oct 05

2005:
29 Aug - 2 Sep
12 - 16 Sep
7 - 11 Nov
21 - 25 Nov

11 - 22
Apr 05

2005:
1 - 3 Apr
6 - 8 May
5 - 7 Aug
26 - 28 Aug
17 - 20 Nov
24 - 27 Nov

Community-
based Risk
Assessment

Officials

Community
leaders

1

1

12 - 19
Apr  05

18 - 20
Jan 06

Location

Lady
Hamilton,
Cape Town

Jubilee
Centre,
Observatory

Rustenberg
Mafikeng
Bloemfontein
Welkom

Golden Gate,
Netreg

Lutheran Centre,
Athlone

University of
Cape Town

Masiphumelele

% of Women
Participants

paper, “Will formalizing property rights reduce
poverty in South Africa’s ‘second economy’?

Questioning the mythologies of Hernando de
Soto” was published by the Programme for Land
and Agrarian Studies (PLAAS) at the University of

the Western Cape and has hopefully assisted to
counter-balance the misguided support for de
Soto’s theory by some local role-players.

 In addition, DAG helped the Lentegeur

Community Forum with a socio-economic survey
to assist them in their struggles against possible
eviction. The Forum members undertook the survey

and captured the data, and DAG analysed the
data and wrote up the report.

The dissemination of DAG’s research work
continued during the year. Presentations based on

the informal settlements research paper written in

2004 were made at the International Housing
Research Conference in Cape Town in July, at the
Annual General Meeting of the Homeless People’s

Crisis Committee in July and at the Northern Cape
Housing Summit in September. Another presentation
based on a research paper written in 2004
(“International Housing Trends and Best Practices:
Lessons for South African Housing Policy”) was
made at the National Housing Workshop at the
University of the Western Cape in September. DAG
made a presentation on “Housing Rights and
Informal Settlement Upgrading”, based on previous
housing rights research undertaken by DAG, at a
workshop on Cities and Slums held in conjunction
with the World Congress on Housing at the

University of Pretoria in September 2005. These

18%

67%

26%

56%

79%

23%

43%
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presentations all contributed to the ongoing

debate on housing and urban development
issues.

Advocacy and
Lobbying

DAG’s project based partnerships,

training and research are all structured to
advance our advocacy agenda and have played
a critical role over the past year to promote our

thinking in the public domain. In addition, we
have increased our media profile during the
year, making three television and thirteen radio

appearances and with five appearances in the
print media. These activities reveal that DAG’s
positions on participatory, sustainable and

integrated development resonate with public
sentiment and are broadly supported.

During the year, DAG was invited to play
a central role in the development of the

Western Cape Human Settlements Strategy for
the Western Cape Department of Local
Government and Housing.  During 2005, whilst

part of the Human Settlements Reference
Group, we prepared a position paper on behalf
of the group for the department to consider.

This document was used in a broad stakeholder

engagement process which culminated in the
Human Settlements Summit held on 22 October,
where it was widely endorsed. DAG also

presented a case study of the Marconi Beam
development to the summit as a useful and
instructive project in the quest to develop

sustainable human settlements. The summit gave
direction on the development of the provincial
human settlements strategy and DAG was

subsequently invited, in 2006, to constitute the
core writing team for the development of the
Western Cape Human Settlements Strategy. This

work will be concluded in June 2006 and is
hoped to influence planning and development in
across the Western Cape.

During 2005, DAG played a critical role in

the development of the People’s Housing Process
(PHP) guidelines and in the process to
reconstitute the People’s Housing Partnership

Trust (PHPT).  This has included participation in a
national non government PHP Reference Group
and in an Extended Interim Policy Working Group

established by the National Department of
Housing to revise the PHP guidelines. These
groups were successful in building consensus

amongst non government role-players about the
definition and nature of PHP and on what is
needed from the state to support PHP delivery at

a greater scale. The Reference Group was
particularly successful in its engagement with the
National Department of Housing and its agent, the

People’s Housing Partnership Trust. The Extended
Interim Policy Working Group developed and put
forward a strong set of guidelines which makes the

most significant shifts since the inception of the
Department’s PHP programme. A business plan
was also developed together with the PHPT for the

constitution of a national body to support PHP
delivery nationally. The Business Plan and
Recommendations Report await approval from the

People’s Housing Partnership Trust and the
National Department of Housing.

During July and August 2005, DAG,
together with some of our community partners,
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participated in the Provincial and National Land
Summits. This was an opportunity to integrate
urban and rural land issues and to lobby for
reforms that facilitate the poor’s access to viable
land which can be used to provide secure tenure
and a productive asset.

DAG assisted civic associations from the
Bo-Kaap and Woodstock in commenting on the
second draft of the Integrated Zoning Scheme,
which was released for comment by the City of
Cape Town during the year. Although DAG is in
broad agreement with the general thrust of the
proposals, there are some problematic areas, and
we believe that communities have the right to
participate meaningfully on issues that will affect
their everyday lives. DAG also made an
independent submission on the Integrated Zoning
Scheme. For a variety of reasons, the City
subsequently put their proposals on hold.

A variety of other opportunities also
contributed to stimulating broader public
awareness of housing and urban development
issues.  Various students at tertiary institutions
were assisted with information, lectures were
given on various university programmes, and
presentations were made to a variety of
workshops, seminars and conferences. Most
notably however, two Friends of DAG seminars
were held during the year, both focused on
informal settlement upgrading. The seminar on 5
May was attended by 84 people and the seminar
on 4 October was attended by 56 people.
Speakers included Dr Michael Majale of the
University of Newcastle (an international expert
on informal settlement upgrading), Manny Sotomi
(Chief Director of Planning and Development,
Western Cape Department of Local Government
and Housing), Peter Oscroft (Projects Co-
ordinator, City of Cape Town) and Firoz Khan
(researcher, National Department of Housing).
DAG made presentations on informal settlement
upgrading at both seminars (“Ten things to
remember about informal settlement upgrading”
and “Housing rights and informal settlement
upgrading”). During the discussions, participants

raised concerns about the lack of community

involvement in pilot informal settlement upgrading
projects as evidenced in the N2 Gateway Project.

One Project Partners Network (PPN) workshop
was held during the year, at the Derek Hanekom
Resource Centre in Philippi on 9 April. It was attended
by 42 community leaders from the communities we
support directly, and the workshop focused on the
issue of networking between CBOs. This helped to
inform our thinking about horizontal or peer learning
amongst communities. In the coming year we have
prioritised building a strong CBO network that can
collectively influence the way the city is transformed
and the way housing and basic services are provided.

Conclusion
During the year, as government departments

grappled to come to terms with the implications of the
Breaking New Ground ‘policy’  (for example, the shifts
towards a focus on informal settlement upgrading and
on a more integrated approach to development), more
opportunities for DAG to become involved in the
formulation of policies and strategies emerged. There
seems to be a window of opportunity for innovative
ideas to be debated and implemented. The N2
Gateway Project, however, suggests that there is not,
as yet, sufficient commitment by government to
meaningful participation by communities, which makes
it difficult, if not impossible, to understand and
address their real needs.

In addition, subsidised housing delivery still
remains less than the estimated annual increase in the
housing backlog, both in Cape Town and nationally,
resulting in rapidly increasing backlogs. We hope that
the shift in the vision contained in BNG will help
address the enormous urban problems South Africa
faces, and that there will be a significant increase in
the resources available for sustainable, integrated and
community-centred development interventions.
Importantly, we hope that politicians at all levels of
government will recognize the need to develop well-
conceptualised delivery programmes that transcend
narrow political interests and the short timeframe of a
politician’s term of office.
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Financial Report

The organization has continued to
support community-based housing
developments and to contribute to the

discourse around pro-poor housing and urban
development. Through these efforts DAG
continues to address strategic immediate and

long-term development needs of the country as
articulated by both civil society and the state.

Our Income and Expenditure Report
reflects a net deficit of R310 462, which is
substantially lower than the actual cash deficit
of the previous year (R2 238 899) that was off-
set by the amount of R2 736 335, being the
revaluation of the Land and Buildings resulting
in a book surplus of R497 436.

 It is also worth noting that a provision
for doubtful debts of R159 142 was raised
during 2005/6 financial year due to the
uncertainty of the recoverability of monies due
from the USN under the European Union and
Royal Netherlands Embassy contracts.  This

amount is included in the deficit of R310 462,
which would only have been R151 320 if there

been no need to make this provision.  Equally
noteworthy is an estimated amount of R1.4

million, due in income from the USN under the

EU contract, which was never previously raised
in our books due to the uncertainty of the

recoverability of these funds arising from the
USN’s demise.

Once again, we are indebted to the DAG
Board of Directors for sound strategic and

financial direction. In the past year, the Board’s
scrutiny of and confidence in the financial

management of the organisation has enabled us

to continue to sustain and expand the
organisation’s impact whilst turning around our

financial performance. The decision to build up
reserves in prior years has kept DAG afloat and

helped us to weather the storm! In the year

under review an amount of R910 000 was
transferred from the bridging finance reserve to

Total Income 2006

Total Income 2005/6

The financing of DAG’s year ended 31 March 2006 remained challenging
but we are pleased to report positive movement in our financial health when
compared with that of the prior year.
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reduce the accumulated deficit of R909 608,

being the current year’s deficit of R310 461 and
the 2005 deficit of R599 147.

The pie chart indicates the breakdown of
donations received in the past year; we are

thankful to our donors for contributing to the
financing of our work. We also extend our
gratitude to our staff members, all of whom

donated money to the organisation during the
period under review. Their donations were not
solicited by the organisation but were made
spontaneously and voluntarily, illustrating their
high level of commitment to the organisation’s
ideals and practice. In the coming year we will
challenge our friends, and the general public, to
strengthen our efforts through supporting our
private giving campaign.

Income
The income and expenditure report

provides a detailed breakdown of funding
sources and other income and expenditure by
line item, including comparative figures for the
year ended 31 March 2005. Our total income
for the period was R4 258 854.

Actual income for the year ended 31
March 2006 increased by R1 396 641 when

compared with the prior year income (after

omitting the surplus on revaluation of land and
buildings raised in 2004/5). This was largely due
to an increase in services rendered (R857 520)

complemented by increased funding income
(R259 260), and a year end transfer from the
motor vehicle fund account of R360 796.  Bank

interest was substantially lower than the prior
year due to less funds being available for
investment in interest bearing accounts since

our accumulated cash was utilised during the
course of the year.

The pie chart on page 23 illustrates that
income for the period is comprised of 64%

grant funding (R2.72 million) and 36% own
income from services rendered, rent and
interest (R1.53 million).

 Expenditure
Total expenditure for the period was R4

569 316. Expenditure, after discounting the
R159 142 provision raised for doubtful debts,

was R690 938 less than the previous year.  This
was largely due to the organization continuing
to spend frugally, while at the same time

ensuring that projects and key performance
areas were not disadvantaged.

 

Thank you

 

We thank our staff members all of whom donated funds to the organisatin during this financial
year.  We are also thankful to the following donors, who have supported us in fighting poverty

through expanding people’s potential while building on their skills, knowledge and spirit:

Catholic Organisation for Relief and Development (CORDAID)

HIVOS (Human Institute for Co-operation with Developing Countries)

Evangelischer Entwicklungsdienst e.V (EED)

Ford Foundation
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Spending these funds enabled us to
directly assist 4350 families in eight projects to

access more than R61 million in subsidies and
grants from the state (of which R36 million has
already been secured, R12 million more than

that secured in the prior year). This averages
R1000 per household supported and the report
on the community housing programme further

indicates that this investment has been
translated into real benefits for these families.
Houses, of good quality and increased size, have

been constructed, jobs have been created and
community leaders have engaged the state as
active citizens. This indicates that the process of

delivery, if executed in a developmental way,
can be used to build social capital and a
healthier democracy. In addition, eight training

courses were offered and 290 participants from
community based organisations and local and
provincial governments were trained.

The Consultancy fees line item was
substantially lower than that of the previous

year as fewer consultants were engaged.
Similarly the Salaries line item has reduced after
management decided to defer recruitment of

new staff to the next financial year after the
resignations of three staff members during the
year.  Expenditure increased substantially in the

following line items:  Auditors remuneration –
the previous year’s amount of R27 822 was due

to under-provision in the prior year rather than
a reflection of the actual fees. Project
accommodation & Travel – local:  the increase

in these line items was due to the increase in
training courses offered and in travel
undertaken in relation to the cost recovery

projects, including training.   In the case of
travel, we were also fortunate to have
unplanned but fully sponsored exposure trips as
part of our staff development programme.

As the year proceeded a shortfall in
funding was anticipated; in order to cope we
carefully managed our expenditure so as to
limit the deficit at year end. The bar chart above
thus illustrates that 60% of our expenditure has
been financed with grant funding and 40%
with our own income (services rendered, rent,
interest, reserve funds).

Sustainability
The gradual depletion of our reserves

increases the organisation’s vulnerability and
ensures that the issue of sustainability is high
on the agenda of both management and the
board.  Prospects for funding from local

Financing Expenditure

Financing Expenditure
F

inan c ia l  R
epo r t
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Funding Received 2006

Funding Received 2006

agencies remain tenuous dictating that the organisation focuses more – and high level - resources

on the cultivation of new partnerships. This will influence the structure of our management team in
the coming year as we position ourselves for improved sustainability.

Our sustainability is obviously linked to our capacity to raise sufficient income but our belief
that this capacity is directly linked to our ability to do relevant, meaningful work and to do so

effectively, has also given us pause for reflection during the past year. The result has been the
development of a new strategic direction for DAG which is responsive to the changing context,
builds on the organisation’s strengths and which exploits the opportunities facing us. Although we

were still in a transitional phase at financial year end, this shift already shows promise of a positive
influence on both organisational impact and sustainability.
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Income Statement
for the year ended 31 March 2006

     2006 R 2005 R
INCOME
Grant Funding Received     2,720,836 2,461,576
CORDAID         680,000 925,999
EED               - 19,390
EU               -
526,322
EED      1,433,334 463,706
HIVOS         301,609 349,712
FORD FOUNDATION         305,893 93,238
MENSENBROEDERS               - 56,639
ROYAL NETHERLANDS EMBASSY               - 26,570
Other Income      1,538,018 3,136,972
Cost recoveries           12,344 15,834
Fixed asset disposal           53,550         -
Sundry income         360,796 69,552
Sales               408 254
Services rendered         996,989 139,469
Surplus on revaluation of land and buildings               -
2,736,335
Rent received           74,400 30,000
Interest received           39,531 145,528

Total Income      4,258,854 5,598,548

EXPENDITURE
Advertising and publicity           11,029 41,791
Assets acquired written off             3,311 79,758
Auditors’ remuneration           50,000 27,822
Bad debts               - 30,010
Bank charges           15,125 20,458
Computer Maintenance           30,572 22,180
Conference attendance              - 3,630
Consultancy fees           25,766 182,600
Consumables             8,204 8,761
Couriers             3,161 1,794
Electricity and water           21,268 20,260
Entertainment and gifts             6,715 6,103
Fines and penalties              - 2,306
Hire of equipment           47,259 23,731
Insurance           43,621 46,822
Interest              - 867
Lease rental           16,527 39,867
Materials, printing, publications, translations           43,174 39,629
Meetings             7,001 12,947
Photographs               927 3,282
Postage             4,783 283
Printing and stationery           31,957 43,662
Project accommodation           89,653 29,141
Provision for doubtful debts - USN         159,142     -
Rates and levies           23,307 21,706
Repairs and maintenance           20,269 45,167
Resources and housing support centres           50,708 81,209
Salaries and wages      3,388,393 3,725,937
Secretarial fees             2,475 2,145
Seminars           13,968 25,571
Skills development levies           32,112 29,599
Software expenses             7,709 50,714
Staff training           21,875 11,199
Strategic planning             5,869 11,204
Surveys                - 1,200
Telephone and fax           82,182 101,445
Travel - air and subsistence         152,850 80,810
Travel - road         128,794 169,323
Wages             4,680 37,724
Workshops materials and costs           14,930 18,455
Total Expenditure      4,569,316 5,101,112

NET (DEFICIT)/SURPLUS        (310,462) 497,436
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2006 2005
R R

Assets

Non-current assets 3,520,000 3,520,000

Property, plant and equipment 3,500,000 3,500,000

Investments 20,000 20,000

Current assets 1,614,641 2,501,616

Trade and other receivables 1,108,377 533,724

Cash and cash equivalents 506,264 1,967,892

TOTAL ASSETS 5,134,641 6,021,616

Equity and liabilities

Capital and reserves 4,694,745 5,005,206

Reserves  (Note 1) 4,694,354 5,604,353

Accumulated surplus/(deficit) 391 -599,147

Current liabilities
Trade & other payables 439,896

Trade & other payables 439,896 1,016,410

TOTAL EQUITY & LIABILITIES 5,134,641 6,021,616

Note 1
Reserves comprise:
     Bridging finance reserve 926,662 1,836,661

     Retrenchment reserve 267,692 267,692

     Building reserve 3,500,000 3,500,000

4,694,354 5,604,353

BALANCE SHEET
as at 31 March 2006



The Tale of the Sands
  A stream, from its source in far-off mountains, passing through every kind and description
of countryside, at last reached the sands of the desert. Just as it had crossed every barrier, the stream
tried to cross this one, but it found that as fast as it ran into the sand, its waters disappeared.  It was
convinced, however, that its destiny was to cross this desert, and yet there was no way.

Now a hidden voice, coming from the desert itself, whispered: ‘The wind crosses the desert,
and so can the stream.’ The stream objected that it was dashing itself against the sand, and only
getting absorbed: that the wind could fly, and this was why it could cross a desert. ‘By hurtling in
your own accustomed way you cannot get across. You will either disappear or become a marsh. You
must allow the wind to carry you over, to your destination.’

But how could this happen?

‘By allowing yourself to be absorbed in the wind.’ This idea was not acceptable to the
stream. After all, it had never been absorbed before. It did not want to lose its individuality. And,
once having lost it, how was one to know that it could ever be regained?

‘The wind’, said the sand, ‘performs this function. It takes up water, carries it over the
desert, and then lets it fall again. Falling as rain, the water again becomes a river.’

‘How can I know this is true?’

            ‘It is so, and if you do not believe it, you cannot become more than a quagmire, and even
that could take many, many years; and it certainly is not the same as a stream.’

‘But can I not remain the same stream as I am today?’

‘You cannot in either case remain so,’ the whisper said. ‘Your essential part is carried away
and forms a stream again. You are called what you are even today because you do not know which
part of you is the essential one.’

When he heard this, certain echoes began to arise in the thoughts of the stream. Dimly, he
remembered a state in which he- or some part of him, was it? - had been held in the arms of a wind.
He also remembered- or did he? – that this was the real thing, not necessarily the obvious thing,
to do.

And the stream raised his vapour into the welcoming arms of the wind, which gently and
easily bore it upwards and along, letting it fall softly as soon as they reached the roof of a mountain,
many, many miles away. And because he had had his doubts, the stream was able to remember and
record more strongly in his mind the details of his experience.

He reflected, ‘Yes, now I have learned my true identity.’

The stream was learning. But the sands whispered: ‘We know, because we see it happen
day after day: and because we, the sands, extend from the riverside all the way to the mountain.’

And that is why it is said that the way in which the Stream of Life is to continue on its
journey is written in the Sands.

(From Tales of the Dervishes, by Idries Shah)
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